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Abstract
GuideWeb is a support network for vehicle navigation and guidance. It is constituted by the cooperation
of a multitude of autonomous MapSynthesiser located in the vehicles. A MapSynthesiser, being the
autonomous constitutional core of GuideWeb, receives over radio communication traffic flow
information via information-enhanced maps (called map syntheses) from other GuideWeb participants’
MapSynthesiser. It creates from received map syntheses and the information of its own travel route a new
map synthesis, which is then broadcasted. MapSynthesiser provides timely and accurate information on
traffic flow, density and trend on how traffic will develop as well as traversability everywhere within a
radius of approx. 100 km to a navigation system for driver assistance. MapSynthesiser cooperation is
based on short range radio communication e.g. Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) according to IEEE
802.11 standards.
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Introduction and Background

There is an increasing demand for individual traffic and route information and navigation. The existing systems are
typically based either on elaborate infrastructures for traffic measurement or on traffic patterns derived e.g. from
individual mobile phone movements. Both concepts have their drawbacks.
The first one requires substantial investment into setting up the infrastructure, its maintenance incurs cost and in the
case of a privately run enterprise should result in some profits. Therefore, this service for the end user can’t be free
of charge. Furthermore, the measurement infrastructure is typically only available on motorways.
The second one collects data by tracking individual user-movements e.g. mobile phones. By processing this data and
matching it to maps allows the derivation of traffic flow estimations. This process can’t ensure privacy as patterns of
movement of individuals are recorded. The potential misuse of this data mandates a rigid supervision of the process
by independent auditors. Again, the effort to put these concepts into place incurs capital expenditures in computing
infrastructure and operational cost.
v2v communication offers a remedy for these drawbacks. Firstly, v2v communication allows in addition to
navigation a variety of different other applications e.g. communicating to other vehicles dangerous situations [1, 2,
3] and/or mobile Internet [4, 5] with their corresponding issues of security [6] etc. v2v communication will be based
on IEEE 802.11p standard. A German study [7] indicates that v2v communication networking will not be in place
before 2020 (see figure 1), though the European Union supports a variety of projects with this target.
Very often, especially in Europe, the propensity of customers to spend money for services on a recurrent basis is
rather low; they prefer a one-time payment if necessary. Finally, the quality of data sets the price customers are
willing to pay for this service.
This sets the scene for the concept presented here. The requirements derived from above are:


to create most up-to-date traffic flow information and navigation support everywhere – city, overland or motorway,



to offer most up-to-date information on temporarily traversable/non-traversable routes not
provided by the maps of a navigation system,



to ensure privacy and data security,



to avoid recurrent service charges.

The implications of these requirements are manifold. The most important one is: No investments into infrastructure
and cost for system maintenance: Making the reasonable assumption of there being no public subsidy, the direct

structural implication is that no centralized processing, evaluation or distribution unit must be required for the
functioning of the process.
The concept GuideWeb presented in the following fulfils these requirements. GuideWeb is a systemic process, in
which a multitude of participants are involved, for transmitting and receiving information of vehicles, using a radio
transmitter and receiver and, more particularly, based on a device, which also processes the information received
and enables the presentation of synthesized information to the user. A similar concept has been presented in [8].
Furthermore, GuideWeb communication technology is simple and easy to implement, and can therefore serve as an
intermediate introductory step in the full-fledged v2v communication networking (see figure 1) that is
technologically and commercially viable.
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This paper describes the functioning and implementation of GuideWeb. First the concept of GuideWeb and the
autonomous MapSynthesiser as its constituting element is introduced followed by a description of how
GuideWeb/MapSynthesiser fits into a driver assistance environment. The next two sections present the
MapSynthesiser and its map processing capabilities. Simulation results that quantify penetration requirements and a
conclusion complete the paper.
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GuideWeb

The principle of GuideWeb is intriguingly simple – one gets information, processes it, uses it and distributes the
processed information. Information is freely offered and everyone can take it (give and take). GuideWeb is
constituted by a multitude of participants where the participants continuously broadcast their information and
knowledge about current traffic and environment in the form of map syntheses. A map synthesis is a data
compressed form of the synthesized map (NowMap) derived from the aggregation of all routes GuideWeb participants have traversed including averaged speed and traffic density information of route segments. Thus, the
individual map synthesis is built up from every participant’s best knowledge of traffic flow and environment. In
order to facilitate this process each participant is equipped with a device called MapSynthesiser of which the
functional diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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The MapSynthesiser is typically a software application (executing together with a navigation application), which
autonomously enables the functionalities of the GuideWeb only requiring connectivity from the communication
platform and some basic vehicle information. MapSynthesiser provides timely and accurate information on traffic
flow and density as well as traversability of roads everywhere within a radius of approx. 100 km. This information

can be further processed and displayed to the driver e.g. by a navigation system. The MapSynthesiser generates the
NowMap, the representation of the current information and knowledge about the environment, from which the
broadcasted map synthesis is derived.
Conceptually GuideWeb is self-organizing and self-contained and independent of any infrastructure. Functionally
GuideWeb rests entirely on the cooperation of the multitude of autonomous MapSynthesiser nodes.
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Environment for MapSynthesiser Operation

MapSynthesiser typically operates in a driver assistance environment and figure 3 shows how MapSynthesiser fits
into this. MapSynthesiser exploits the v2v communication platform to send and receive messages. Two message
types have been defined:
Synthesis messages contain a data condensed version of NowMap, and additional information, e.g. road conditions,
radar traps, etc. when available and appropriate. Synthesis messages comprise on the incoming side the data
compressed NowMaps of other GuideWeb participants’ MapSynthesiser and on the outgoing side of its own
NowMap. From the incoming synthesis messages the corresponding map data are extracted and made available for
further processing.
Presence messages contain a minimum of information indicating the presence of a MapSynthesiser. Presence
messages are very short and from their reception together with the reception of synthesis messages an estimate of
traffic density can be derived. Furthermore, in phases of very low MapSynthesiser density, i.e. traffic density,
presence messages serve as a trigger to broadcast synthesis messages; if no MapSynthesiser is in radio reach to
receive synthesis messages they will not be transmitted.
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MapSynthesiser in the driver assistance environment

Further, MapSynthesiser uses driver assistance services for positioning as well as time information and optionally
for a map of the environment of the navigation system. This map may then serve as the basis for the map processing
in the MapSynthesiser. The map representation in MapSynthesiser is based on Earth coordinates to ensure
independence from the map representation of the navigation system (9). As a result MapSynthesiser provides the
navigation system with a map representation that comprises attributes for route segments – most prominently traffic
flow and traffic flow trend estimation as well as traffic density. These attributes are time stamped.
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Outline of MapSynthesiser

The MapSynthesiser comprises the functionalities as described in the following based on the block diagram shown
in figure 4. The MapSynthesiser broadcasts its messages in two modes:


In Broadcast Mode 1 it broadcasts a synthesis message,



In Broadcast Mode 2 it broadcasts a presence message.

In addition to the flow control mechanisms of the v2v communication platform stochastic processes control the
broadcast modes to ensure a maximum throughput of messages.
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MapSynthesiser block diagram

The v2v communication platform sends the messages on some carrier frequency typically in the 2,4 GHz or 5 GHz
band reserved for short-range applications (WLAN – Wireless Local Area Network). In order to minimize the
expenses of the radio devices it is most cost effective when all radio subsystems transmit and receive information on
the same carrier frequency. Furthermore, this choice makes a more elaborate communication protocol unnecessary.
When each of the MapSynthesisers employs the same frequency selection algorithm for broadcasting, reception is
ensured.
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Processing Map Syntheses

5.1 Map Synthesis Attributes
The map synthesis processor generates the map synthesis. From the received synthesis messages the relevant map
synthesis information and additional information is extracted in a preprocessing stage. An example of an extracted
map synthesis is shown in figure 5. On the right the map skeleton is presented, which summarizes the retrieved
knowledge about routes in the chosen environment. On the left the map synthesis is shown with the attributes for the
route segments. For each segment of the map skeleton – typically of length 100 m – the six values indicate average
speed (AS), average density (AD) and traffic flow trend (T) for each direction of the road as determined. Together
with a weight indicating the relevance of the information, i.e. the older the information the less relevant it becomes,
they form the route segment attribute.
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To generate the NowMap the map synthesis processor collects and processes all received map syntheses for a
defined time period, and keeps the history of the information of each route segment in memory as shown in figure 6.
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The weights of the route segment attributes provide the time references to create this route segment history. The
route segment history is used for computing the actual route segment attributes as well as for trend calculation. The
history is stored in different levels e.g. in level A the time difference of the attributes Ai and Ai+1 is 1 min, in level B
Bi and Bi+1 is 5 min, and so on. The number of levels and the corresponding timing is a matter of map synthesis
processor configuration.
Keeping the route segment history enables the map synthesis processor to perform plausibility checks to detect and
eliminate unrealistic attribute values (e.g. introduced to the system by a malicious user) as well as to compute the
attributes for NowMap taking into account historical attributes. Furthermore, the historical attribute data allows a
trend computation that indicates how traffic has evolved over time and what is to be expected.

5.3 Generating Trail Record
The most important ingredient to create a map synthesis is the trail record. A trail record is generated according to
the following mechanism. When the process is started in a vehicle, the position is recorded with respect to the
information received from the positioning subsystem e.g. a GPS receiver, and the time. For a certain distance e.g.,
100 m, called a trail segment, the instantaneous speeds of the vehicle are determined and their average is computed
resulting in an average speed for this trail segment and forms the trail segment record together with traffic density
information that is computed by counting the received presence and synthesis messages and inferred from this
number and the speed indications. Then the process is started again.
The trail comprises the multitude of trail segments traversed and the trail record comprises the multitude of the
corresponding trail segment records. The position indications of points of the trail segments, in particular the start
point, provide the information of the form of the trail and the average speeds and densities on the trail segments
provide suitable information to be advantageously processed for the map synthesis.
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Trail record contribution to map synthesis

The vehicle under consideration generates a trail record (see figure 7), which it contributes to its present map
synthesis. Initially i.e. without having received a synthesis message from another participating vehicle, a map
synthesis consists of just the trail record. If speed is low, a time-out terminates and restarts this process after e.g., 1

min. In the case where the vehicle is not actively participating e.g., a vehicle with switched-off engine, it may cease
to contribute.
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Conclusion

In this paper the concept GuideWeb for vehicle navigation support based on v2v communication has been presented.
It has been shown that GuideWeb is a very suitable candidate for a commercially viable introduction of v2v
communication imposing a minimum requirement on networking. By using a broadcast communication concept,
important difficulties in v2v communication are overcome or circumvented, and due to its coordinate-based
exchange format it is independent of map suppliers and easily integrated in any driver assistance system. GuideWeb
finds its application window beginning now until all the challenges of the v2v networking capabilities are resolved.
Further, the insights derived from GuideWeb deployment and its behavior allows learning about v2v communication
system performance. Keeping historical data of the route segment attributes adds a new level of complexity – the
systemic memory. However, the advantages of historical data (detection of implausible attributes or malicious users,
computing trends ...) trade off favorably with the implications of the systemic memory as shown by simulation.
Furthermore, by concept the penetration level required for GuideWeb to function is much lower than in other v2v
communication systems. The processing methodology allows that information about specific vehicles can neither be
extracted nor traced, i.e. that privacy is ensured.
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